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TANK EMPTLOYMEWf-MARINE CORPS

fITRODUCTION.

The tank battalion is an integral part of each Marine division,

being a separate battalion, operating as an element of the division,

it receives its- missions from the division commander. The command-

ing officer of the tank battalion is. a member of the division special

staff as division tank officer. Normally the tank 'battalion operates-

as a unit, but tank companies may be attached to combat teams for

spec ial missions* There are no separate tank regiments nor corp tank

units in the Marine Corps.

ORGANIZATION.

The latest war-time table of organization, promulgated for the

tan batalonwas approved by the Commandant on I May 1945. This

table provides for a tank battalion consisting of three tank companies

and a Headquarters and Service Company comprised of 27 officers and

586 enlisted men.

Each tank company is composed of l8 medium tanks whose main arma-

ment is a 75m or 105mm howitzer and whose secondary armament consists

of two 30 and one 50 caliber machine guns. Each tank company has in

tank in battalion headquarters.



Each tank company is normally attached or in direct support of

one of the three infantry regiments of the division during an operation.

The chief characteristics of the tank which distinguishes it. as a

weapon and determines its employment are:,

(1) Mobility.

(2) Armor-protected fire power.

(3) Shock action.

These character is tics should be borne constantly in mind as we discuss

the actual employment of the tank-infantry team.

Before going farther let me pause to define some military terms,

peculiar to tank. operations, which I wifl1 use in later portions of this

discussion.

Assembly Position. The assembly position is an arealnormally beyond

the range of medium artillery fire, containing the service park,. The

tank battalion is assembled here, and preparations are made for moving

to the attack position.

Attack. Posit ion. This position is immediately in the rear of the

IT) in the last available cover from ground observation where tank and

infantry unit commanders make their final contacts and determine final

coordination procedures before launching a combined attack. It is im-

perative that vehicles remain in this position only as long as it is

absolutely necessary to facilitate proper coordination.



Ralyig oint. The area pre-designated by tank unit commnders,

usually just in the rear of the objective,. where reorganization is

effected is known as the rallying point.

TANK INFANTRY OPERATION.

Since the prelimnaries have been considered, we will now approach

the actual conduct of tank-infantry operation. Let us ask ourselves

thee qestions: First, what can the infantry reasonably expect from

supporting tanks? Secondly, what is the tank role in a combined attack?

It has been determined that tanks can:,

(1) Closely support,, by fire and movement, the advance of in-

fantry and other tanks against known resistance.

(2) Support by f ire the advance of infantry and other tank<s by

neutralizing the objective.

(3) After anti-tank defenses have. been neutralized, assault. and.

neutralize known enemy installations providing they are covered by the

L ire of infantry, by other tanks, or artillery.

(4) Be used to reinforce artillery fire although this is purely

a secondary tank role.

(5) Engage enemy tank and armored vehicles.

Now wht do Ankunt2epetofteupotiginanr?2o



(3) 4perate over terrain encountered which is impassable for

tanks.

(4) Hold ground taken by combined action.

(5) Assault positions strong in anti-tank defehse.

Engineers are usually part of a tank-infantry attack and their

functions are:

(1) To coordinate and supervise the marking of-and clearing of-

passages through minefields and anti-tank barriers.

(2) To provide for and supervise terrain-obstacle-crossings which

are beyond the capabilities of the tank organization.

Any successful tank-infantry operation must be thoroughly coordi-

nated with artillery support. Artillery can insure success by:

(1) Laying fires on known installations to support the advance.

(2) Delivering time fire over tanks (not closely followed by

infantry) to protect them. from close-in attack by personnel.,

(3) Laying smoke to screen the movement of the tanks and sup-

ported infantry.

(4) Firing direct support call-fire Missions by having FO's ride

in a tank.

(5) Furnishing fire control and survey data to tanks which are

reinforcing artillery fires.

Aviation can contribute to the success of a combined attach by:.



(2) Attacking enemy personnel and installations by performing

bombing and strafing missions in direct support of the attack.

Infantry leaders must have Lull knowledge of tank limit ati.-ons as

well as tank characteristics and capabilities. They must rea~lize in

planning or conducting a combined action that:

(1) Tanks cannot successfully operate over terrain obstacles such

as: swamps, unfordable streams, streams with steep banks, dense forest,

ground covered with numerous large stumps or boulders, high vegetation

which limits visibility.,or extremely rough ground with steep slopes.

(2) Tanks have very restricted observation and visibility even

under ideal conditions.

(3) Tanks are extremely vulnerable to anti-tank weapons and mines.

(4) Tanks are vulnerable to close-in attack by enemy personnel

equipped with anti-tank-devices.

(5) Tanks can not hold grounid without infantry support.

(6) Tanks are highly dependent upon crew efficiency which deterio-

rates rapidly due to fati gue.* This is particularly true of crews

operating in the hot climates of the South Pacific area.

(7) Duration of tank employment is dependent upon fuel and ammuni-

t0ioncpctyadrteo xeniue



Remember always that a tank "Is primarily an offensive weapon.

It was designed to carry armored fire power into the enemy lines, and

to furnish close and. continuous Lire support to the infantry. It

should always be employed to take advantage of the character istics -we

mentioned earlier. The fundamental- of surprise, mass, cooperation,

economy of forces, retention of the initiative, security', coordination,_

and use against vital. objectives apply as wiell to tanks as other arms.

Mass is particulary important, and tanks must be concentrated at

the dec isive place at the decis ive -time. Tanks should be massed on

favorable terrain and in support of the main effort. The tank company

should be employed as a unit and no unit smaller than a platoon should

ever be employed alone.

Surp2rise is almost as important as mass; but,, by the very nature

of tanks, it is dif ficult to obtain. It may be gained by an attack

from an unexpected direction at an unexpected time over difficult but

not impassable terrain. Surpriae in tank attacks is generally effected

by the rapidity of concentration and the intensity of the attack, and

these are both dependent upon proper adherence to the principle of

mass.

Tank. units may be attached to infantry units, but it is more

desirable to assign them direct support missions for the following

reasons:. placing tanks in support:

(1IN Permist Allocatio ofnthemaimumnumb1 ,4 V *. %er o%"P M-- f erifeale- ftIf



(2) It prevents depletions in tank strength, from. working a con-

tinual hardship on any one -infantry unit during any one phasa of the

attack.

(3) It provides for better coordination and unity of-action in

tank led or tank supported attacks along the entire division front.

(4) It eradicates the possibility of 'sizeable tank units remain-

ing idle in one zone when their service could be used in another.

(5)- It facilitates liaison and reconnaissance.

(6) It facilitates maintenance and supply.

(7) It insures better communication performance and security.

(S) It provides for more efficient employment of tank dozers,

flame throwers, and other specialized equipment since they may be

rapidly shifted from one zone to the other.

NECESSITY OF- CLOSE M1ATSON.

Efficient operation of the tank-infantry team depends to a large

extent upon the establishment and maintenance of close liaison.

LiaisonI in this case, embraces joint briefIng., joing reconnaissance,

and joint tactical decisions as well as all normal liaison functions.

In addition certain infaintrymen must be trained as tank guides.

Insuifficient time allowance for effecting colose liaison between
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unit mast furnish all information available from its own element, and

at least two infantrymen per rifle platoon should be trained as tank

gui'des. All tank reconnaissance must be coordinated with engineer per-

sonnel in order to facilitate the location, marking, and removal of

tank obstacles .

There are three means of communication between tanks and infantry,

and all members of the infantry tank team must be familiar writh them.

(1) Wire. Supported units shquld run Wire from their switch-

board to the supporting tank unit OP.

In addition, each tank has mounted on the right rear a tank-

infantry telephone with signal button and approximately 15 feet of

line. This phone connects with the tanks i"ntercom system and enables

any infantryman to communicate with any tank commnrander,

(2) Radio. Each tank is equipped with a AN /VRC-3 radio which

is capable of netting with the 3CR 300's carried by the infantry.

This enables tank unit commanders to net with Infantry unit command

frequencies.

Each tank platoon and company has liaison parties equipped with

3CR 509 and/or 510 radio sets. These sets can net, with the 3CR 508's

and 528's mounted in the tanks, to enable the liaison parties at the

infantry OP's to communicate with tank unit commander or individual

tanks. The tank battalion has several AN/MO-7's capable of netting

wVi t a+ ntnk r- Adioanthe tank^-% liais jon &teamradios4at At.I



(3) Visual. Infantry and tanks may, when the facilities above

are not functioning, communicate by flag, arm and hand signals, and

other emergency means. These signals vary-throughout the corps,, but

must be standard within the division.

TANK-INFANTRY C OOFFERATION.

When tanks are operating in support of infantry, the senior in-

fantry commander involved assumes overall command. TWhen tanks make

the main effort supported by Infantry, the overall tactical commander

will be designated by higher authority.,

Tank-infantry operation requires an extremely high degree of

cooperation, coordination,, and unity. It is, therefore, imperative

that both tank and infantry troops be instilled with a mutual respect

for and trust in each other. Every opportunity to develop closeness

of troop relationship must be utilized, both in training and combat.,

This closeness is attained by combined training (which should be the

rule rather than the exception) with every infantry unit training with

every tank unit., It should be borne in mind that if the tank battalion

supports the attack. of the division it -will be practicable, under

different tactical situations, for a tank platoon, a company, or even

the entire battalion to support the attack of one BLT.

The role of arms, other than tanks and infantry, were outlined

earlier in the discussion of capabilities and limitations.



and suspected targets. The infantry closely. follows the tank designat-

ing targets f or them., protecting the tanks by f ire, completing the

destruction of the enemy, occupying the objective and consolidating

gains, and organizing the ground. However, tanks cannot successfully

lead the infantry unless the following conditions prevail:

(1) Terrain favorable for tanks.

(2) Mine fields absent.

(3) Effective anti-tank obstacles absent.

(4) Anti-tank defenses -weak.

(5) Adequate supply facilities provided.

Tank-infantry attacks should be in depth (multi-wave) if the num-

ber of tanks available will. permait.

The tank led attack reached its final development in the last war

in what became known as processing. This was in effect a mopping-up

operation conducted in front of the lines. Small groups of tanks move

out ahead to knock out strongpoints and permit a slow but steady ad-

vance by the infantry with lessened casualties. The tanks furnished

each other with mutual fire support against AT weapons, but are covered

by infantry units as protection against AT personnel. Usually teams

from reserve or support units were assigned on the basis of one per

tank., The f ire team and tank commander were briefed together; and,

knowing the mission the fire team could take' covered position some dis

tnce from thetank-1",ndAdequtel-covrte tanVavac wthu
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infantry team was the so called "married" units employed by the Armored

forces in which infantry units, squads, platoons, companies, etc., were

married to tank units of the samte size. This was primarily an armored

divis-ion tactic however, and requi red armored personnel carriers for the

infantry involved.

When condit ions are not favorable f or tank employment, the infantry

must lead. This wl be necessary when:

(1) Terrain is unfavorable to tanks.

(2) Mine f ields are known or suspected.

(3) Information of the enemy is vague or lacking.

(4) The enemy has prepared strong anti-tank obstacles and antI-

tank gun defenses.

(5) At-tacking through woods or higher vegetation.

In general, tanks should not be used when no proper or remunera-

tive targets are available, or when the mission, at hand can be economi-

cally accomplished by infantry operating alone With organic weapons.

Limited replacements, spare parts, and maintenance facilities necessi-

tate conserva tion of armored equi'pment.

When'tanks can not lead or participate actively in the attack they
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Wie shall not discuss penetration, pursuit, or raids as limited

command facilities, maintenance and servicing equipment, and inadequate

personnel practically precludes the possibility of Marine Corps tank

battalions engaging in armored force attack as such. Lack of facili-

ties for moving large infantry units to the close support of an armored

attack further precludes this possibility. Except in emergencies,

therefore, tank units should not be assigned missions in advance of the

effective supporting range of the infantry.

Though essentially an offensive weapon, the tank may be used suc-

cessfully in the defensive when the terrain and the situation permit.

Their defensive employment requires the sanme reconna issance, planning,

briefing, and use of supparting weapons as -when the tanks are attack-

ing. In the defensive employment a carefully conceived counterattack

makes the best use of the of fensive power of the tanks. Here again

j oint reconnaissance, joint planning, and joint briefing are essential.

SPECIAL EQUIPYZN

The tankl battalion has some specialized equipment; namely, the

flame thrower and tank dozers which it might be well to discuss here.

The flame thrower (the main armament of the flame thrower tank)

has ful cpaciy o 30 galonsanda rage f 10 yads nde
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(3) To destroy enemy buildings or other structures concealing or

suspected to conceal enemy installations.

(4) To penetrate embrasures and-gun ports or cause same to be

closed.

The lmtations of flame thrower tanks are the same as those of

standard tanks. However, flame thrower tanks must be close to within

relatively short range of enemy installations in order to bring the

flame thrower to bear; and, therefore, requires even closer support

than do standard tanks. Normally, organic flame thrower tanks should

not be. used independently, but should be supported by other tanks.,

The f lame thrower tank is a highly specialized. weapon intended f or

seialized employment, and its capabilities should not be dissipated

on targets which may be eliminated by other weapons. This f lame

thrower weapon proved to be one of the most effective woeapons in

Pacific Warfare.

*Similarly, the dozer tank is intended f or special employment.

It is not an engineer vehicle, but actually a fight ing tank equipped

to aid the tank units in crossing rough terrain or artificial obstacles.

It should not be used for clearing nine fields, Lighting fires, or

digging revertmens ..
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becomes d if ficult. The f ight ing tends to become clashes- between smnafl

groups at close range. These disadvantages, however,. should not cause

hesitation in the use of tanks in town f ighting for the effect of its

armor-protected fire power renders it a valuable weapon, if properly

handled and protected by the infantry. An excellent method for the

tanks to be employed in town Lighting is by supporting t he attack by

fire and by enveloping the town to cut off any enemy withdrawal. It

must be remembered that when employed in towns, infantry should, accom-

pany tanks closely to prevent enemy tank hunters from destroying them.

Specif ic individuals should be charged with protect ion of the tanks

and should remauin in close proximilty to them throughout the operation.

Tanks should not advance ahead of the Infantry into sectors that have

not been cleared of the enemy.

Attacking in jungles. When attacking 'in jungles, tanks are de-

prived of their normal visibility as well as their maneuverability.

At such times they are especiafly dependent upon the infantry f or

close-in protection, designation of targets,-and maintenance of direc-

t ion. The danger of anti-tank f ire and ambushes by tank hunting

parties is great, and tanks must be closely protected by riflemen.

The riflemen must point out suspected enemy instaliations and suit-

able tank targets for tanks to fire on. Th is may be done by, means

of tracer ammunition, smoke grenades, rocket launchers, or other Pre-

arranged signas. Closecoor ItIbtwenan ndinanr
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The tank flamethrower is a very effective weapon in jungle L ight-

ing. It can be used to burn underbrush -when such underbrush is believed

to conceal the enemy or enemy positions; and., by so doing, the enemy-

is exposed and immediately brought under the fire by the tank or in-

fantry weapons. The flame thrower also has a tremendous demoralizing

effect on the enemy.

Although not a recommended procedure, tanks have effectively been

used to push through dense jungle growth, ahead- of the infantry, to

facilitate a more rapid advance of the infantry. WKhen this method is

used the tanks are dependent on the infantry to maintain the proper

direction. Infantry must be constantly alert to keep tank hunters and

suicide squads from rushing the tanks and disabling or knocking then

out.

Amhibious__operations. As. far as amphibious operations are con-

cerned, once the landing has been effected,- the employment of tanks

with infantry is the same as in any normal ground attack. The greatest

difference of an amphibious operation, as compared to any other, is the

preponderance of planning and preparat ion.

For a tank unit the cessation of training, contrary to popular

opini*on of other units, means increased work. Preparation for embarkaz-

tion mast commence immediately. One of the greatest factors govern-

ing the planning and Preparation will be the type of shipping avail-

ablto carry- __ .- _1_ ---- I.- 2tans ad qIpmet. In - a,%art I Lrae
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to secure the- type of shipping desired. Normally, a division commnan-

der after consulting the tank battali"on commander will request a speci-

ic type of shipping. If available, and the Naval Commnder feels

that hydrographic conditions will, permait the use of the desired shi*p-

ping to transport and land tanks, the request will1 beapr ore d.

landing Ship Tanks (1ST' s) are not desirable where reefs, s and

bars, underwater obstacles, hazardous hydrographic condtitions, or stub-

born enemy opposition to the landing is anticipated. The landing shi

tank is the largest ocean-going ship that is designed to beach and

land tanks over a bow ramp. The 1ST is capable of transporting the

medium tank -company,, but is not recommended to be used on an amphibious

operation where the early landing of tanks is anticipated as they are

difficult to beach properly and retract quickly. It also presents a

large and lucrative target when beached during the initial assault.

Shipping space will always be at a premium and it is not practicable

to land tanks from a landing ship tank, retract, and return that same

IST later to unload wheeled vehicles, equipment, or carko loaded on

the top deck. It would be hazardous to attempt-to land wheeled

vehicles and supplies on the beach as soon after the initial assault

16



by various Army and Marine Corps units. The ISM, although it cantt

transport as many tanks as the 1ST, seems to be the better method of

transporting and landing -tanks. When approaching a hostile beach it

presents a much' smaller target -than an 1ST, and therefore is less likely

to be hit by. enemy Lire. It has much less draft than the-IST and as

a result -it-is able to get much closer to the -beach.

The Landing Craft Tank (LCT) in its latest version is a shallow

draft craft capable of transporting tanks for a relatively short dis-

tance. They are not capable of sustained sea voyage because of their

limited troop space', billeting and messing facilities, small size,

inability to ride out sustained high seas,. and necessity of frequent.

refueling.

The Landing Ship Dock (S)alhuhntPr htarily designed as

a tank transporter, is an excellent ship for this purp ose. It is

capable of carrying a company of MA series medium tanks loaded in LCM's

or tanks loaded into three LCT's. The LSD is capable- of maintaining

speed and station with APA and AKA convoys. It is realized, however,

that, our present day medium tanks cannot be transported in LCM's; and,

the LCT only being able to contain three such tanks and in turn the

T1SD onyI beI -I bl toho- -- th1Lr LTs,2isLnot-e oseonmia
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Early in the preparation stage along with boxing, crating, and

marking of equipment great emphasis must be placed on the proper water-

proofing of vehicles. Th-is procedure must be very closely supervised

by unit commanders. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that despite

excellent hydrographic information that tanks seldom are landed without

going through. varying depths of water for distances which in some in-

stances have- exceeded one thousand yards. There is no assurance that

tank units will not have to ford to get ashore. The electrical system

of the tank must be thoroughly'and completely waterproofed. Of the

fourteen medium tanks which attem~pted to land on Betio Island, Tarawa

Atoll, all. tanks were either lost in holes in the reef, or salt water

rendered inoperative the communication system, gyrostabilizers,and

power traverses. In the landing -in the Marshall Islands f orty per

cent of the tank casualties were due to improper waterproof ing. A

Saipan, of two Marine tank battalions landing simultaneously under

similar hydrographic conditions, the battalion. lost no tanks due to

poor waterproofing and was able to salvage two-thirds of its tanks

lost in holes in the reef because of proper waterproof ing. The other

battalion, landing over the same and adjacent reef areas and beaches,

I ~ing condition. The only diff iculty encountered due to -landing,



was failure of some of the communication facilities which was readily

repaired. Waterproof ing must be continuously inspected from the time

it is applied until the tanks are ready'to debark ftlom the landing

craft to detect any discrepancies that may arise.

A rehearsal is normally held either in an area in close proximity

to the embarkation point or in an area on the route to the target area'

which is held by our forces, and is suitabla for rehearsal with mini

mum of vehiculr and personnel casualties.* Contrary to popular belief,

the rehearsal is not primarily to test the feasibility of the landing

plan for the assault troops or to test the plan for employment of

troops ashore. A rehearsal of an amphibious landing is designed to

familiarize or review debarkation procedure of the landing troops; to

test ship to shore communications and lateral troop communications;

to check distances and intervals between rendezvous areas, line of

departure, guide boats, control vessels,. and landing elements; and to

acquaint the various landing force personal-ities, who will be 'working

together in the actual landing, with one another. This is accomplished

by issuing an operation order exatl the same as that issued for the

actual assault landing except for the difference in geographic loca-
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The tank battalion will participate in the rehearsal by being

embarked and following its actual landing plan; however, the tanks

may or may not be actually landed. A decision mast be made as to

whether or not the actual landing would warrant the possibility of

losing some'tanks and- inflict ing cons iderable damage to their water-

proofing. The tank liaison parties with the infantry regiments will

be landed and will carry out the missions assigned to them for the

actual landing. They must test communications with their companies

and with the tank battalion. The battalion liaison party will also

test its c ommunicat ions and missions. The rehearsal is of no value

to the tank company other than that benefit which is derived by the

liaison party and unit commander. It gives the unit commander time

to become famili3"ar with communicatiLons and his functions of command

liaison with the naval forces responsible for landing his unit.

Iediately upon embarking aboard ship for the voyage to the tar-

get area, all hands should be informed of the proper ship' s decorum,

cosevaio o wtehours for use of washrooms and showers, and

care and maintenne of equipment should be stressed.

For security reasons, inf ormation pertaining to the operat ion

and target area is not disseminated to individuals below the company

commander. Therefore, as soon as the ships leave the staging area

all hands should be thoroughly briefed and informed in detail of the

20



is an excellent a id for this schooling. This schooling should contain

information covering geography and history of target area; strength and

composition ofl enemy forces,, to include enemy capabilities of counter-

attack by air and amphibious forces; strength and composition of our

own forces, to include air and naval units; and the identity of comman-

ders of, expeditionary f orce elements; general plan of attack for. the

first phase; surface and air support for amphibious assault; and the

mission of the unit being oriented. 'Warning regarding trigger happi-

ness, indiscriminate anti-aircraft firing, pilfering, disposition of

captured property and equipment,. countersigns., daily maintenance and

care of equipment., and priority of roads should be included.

Briefing must be thorough. It must start at the highest level

and- proceed down to every individual private in each unit involved.

The unit commander must be cognizant of this fact and keep it upper-

most in his mind at all times. It has been found that men are particu-

larly anxious to gain all information possible from these briefings.

However, ingenious methods and all resources should be exploited to

prevent these briefings from becoming monotonous.

Briefing, should be continued throughout the enti~re voyage and
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Organizing for amphibious combat. There are two ways of organiz-

ing the tanks for amphibious combat, depending on the scheme of maneu-

ver of the division and the type of control desired. All of the tanks

can be grouped under the control of the-senior tank officer, or-the

tank companies may be attached to infantry combat teams.

The tank companies are assigned initially in direct'support of

assault regiments, but the tank battalion assumnes responsibility for

control and supply of all companies. This gives a centralized control,

which is important in countering initial losses and meeting changes in

the tank requirements.,

Normally tank companies are attached to combat teams for the

initial landing. This is most effective in a landing where combat on

the beach is expected. The attacking tank units should revert to

division control as soon as possible after the completion of the land-

ing phase.

The tanks normally land behind the assault infantry battalions

so they can perform their mission of supporting the advance inland.

A secured beachhead is desirable for landing the tanks because of the

time required for dewaterproofing and reorganization, and because

even the smaller tank landing craft provide large targets for enemty

firXe. The time for landing the tanks is usually contingent upon beach

conditions as determined from advance intelli'gence. The methods for

lanin ar: )4n0rde,.2)occrdig^o aprdeer *,m11w n4 ned tm
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Landing tanks on order is the most f lexib ile method of getting

them ashore. When beach conditions develop unexpected complications,.

this method prevents landing the tanks too early.

Landing on a time schedule which has been set-in advance permits

little adaption to a changing situation. A rigid time schedule makes.

it difficult to change the designated landing beaches or make any other

major variations in the plan.

With this method an advance reconnaissance party from the tank

units land with the early assault waeves and reports to the tank comnan-

der on reef and beach conditions. The group commander then decides

when the tanks should go ashore.

Reconnaissance of reef and beach areas may be made prior to land-

Ing the assault troops. When amphibious patrols go in on sd'ch missions.,

tank per-sonnel should be- included to obtain needed 'information for

the tanks. Other reconnaissance-liaison personnel from tank units

Will land with the assault infantry waves in advance of the tanks.

These personnel have the Mission of meeting the tanks of their unit

on the beach-and guiding them inladd by suitable routes to the in-

fantry units they are to support. In selecting routes inland, the

reonasaneprsnelmstb spalywtchful for% land% minesk- -1.
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The tanks should come ashore as soon as possible f or their mi s-

sion of supporting the advance inland. The plan for the landing

determines when the tank Will land, or at least what method Will be

used to decide on the time. If the plan Includes a predetermined time

schedule f or tank landing,, they come ashore in adcordancei with- that

schedule. If tanks are to land on order of the tank group commander,

the situation on the beach and the beach and reef conditions are major

factors in the decision as to when the tanks reach the beach.

Suf ficient -beachhead is desired for the tanks to have time to dewater-

proof and reorganize before being comitted.

Once in the rendezvous area, the tank unit commanders are respon-

sible for landing at the proper time in accordance with method in the

landing plan. If on a time schedule, they must have their tanks at

the line of departure on time. If on order, they. must be in constant.

communication with higher echelon. -No matter wh ich method i~s be ing

employed much of their movement in the water is directed by Navy con-

trol boats. The tank unit commanders are required to have a complete

understanding of the visual signals displayed by these craft in con-

trolling the movement to the beach.

to the beach may be marked by buoys or other markers. All of this is
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in addition to the guiding of the tanks through land minefields and

obstacles which is done by reconnaissance personnel already ashore.

if the landing is to be made over a table reef with a seaward

fringe similar to those found throughout the Gilbert, Marshalls, and

M1ariana Islands group, the tanks Will be forced. to Lord from the edge

of the reef to the beach. It may even be necessary, if tanks are

landed from LC~s for LVTs to act as anchors by attaching a cable from

the bow of the 1CM to the stern of the LVT to hold the Landing Craft

against the reefs to keep them from kicking back and losing the tanks,

when the tanks are being discharged.

Under normal conditions a tank company requires approximnately

half. an hour in an assembly area on the beach -before moving inland.

This time is needed for dewaterproofing and reorganization after the

landing.

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY.

Tanks require considerable mnaintenance., which consumes much time.

Reservicing of tanks after a day' s combat requires an averag e of three

hours. It is not feasible to accomplish reservicing after dark.

These factors must be considered by infantry commanders in making plans
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CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, we must above all guard against complacency nur-

tured by our consistent success of the past War. It is historically

fatal for victorious mi14litary organizations to adopt the frame of mind

that it has learned enough- in winning any particular war to win the

next one.' We must rather'always realize that we do not know enough

now to win again'* We have much to learn and we must constantly 'strive

to improve and perfect our doctrines, techniques, and equipment.
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